OVERVIEW:

- ATM105A – GATEWAY / MULTIPLEXER
- OPENCPN configuration for a WiFi link.

OPENCPN is an open source application already available on
various platforms, both PCs and Smartphones.
It is a very complete and powerful software. Through its Pluggins it
can act as a true browser / plotter, Radar, GRIB router and
multifunction display.
This document will discuss how to configure OPENCPN to get the
maximum performance in combination with OCENAV gateways
(ATM105A1N, A2, A3).
The goal: To have a complete multifunction plotter with navigation
functions. (That is, guide the autopilot to go to the marked
Waypoint or follow a route in the OPENCPN itself).
Necessary: Have a GPS receiver anywhere in the installation and
under any protocol, or the internal GNSS/GPS Ocenav option.
If an ethernet radar is used: It is necessary to simultaneously
enable both networks (Ethernet and WiFi) on the PC.
Recommended: DC / DC converter (12 to 18-19v, minimum 4045W) with cigarette lighter socket for the PC. It is much better than
a 12 / 220V converter + the PC's own power supply, for reasons of
performance and electromagnetic noise due to the converter
(Trapezoidal wave or Sine wave modified).
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION:
A network UDP data port is equivalent to a physical connection
wire between sender and receiver of information. Since we are
going to use Ocpn as MFD, Plotter and Navigator, it is necessary to
think that this program will need almost 2 UDP ports: One to
receive information from the gateway, and the other to send the
navigation data to the pilot through the gateway.
This example shows the configuration for the use of a USB GPS
connected to the PC or Raspberry, although this option is not
recommended if the PC is not always going to be running. If this is
not your case, and you have a GPS receiver somewhere else you can
skip that part of the setup.

1 - NETWORK PORT FOR DATA RECEPTION:
After installing OPENCPN and, possibly, the appropriate
cartography, we access again the program's tools, connections
section -> Add connection:

Checksum control can be left at “1” since the gateway always sends
this verification code. Logically, we must indicate that it receives
data on this port.
Input filters can be left blank for now. Thus, OPENCPN will have any
data that reaches you along this path. They can be adjusted later if
there is a data redundancy problem.
Click on "Apply" and "OK".
2 - NETWORK PORT FOR DATA TRANSMISSION:
Through this UDP port, the Ocpn Navigator will send the sentences
to control the pilot's course when it works in NAV / TRACK mode.
Proceed in the same way as in section 1: Add connection, with the
same IP, and this time with the port 2433 (by default in Ocenav
device). Remember that both the IP and the ports are configurable
in the gateway setup.
We will establish the output filters, selecting the navigation
sentences generated by the OPENCPN, plus those of the USB GPS, so
that all the ship's electronic devices, including the pilot, have the
information.
The navigation sentences generated by OPENCPN as navigator are:
RMB, WPL, APB, XTE and RTE, the essential ones are: RMB, XTE
and with some pilots, the APB.

Click on "Network" and "UDP" Protocol. In the field "IP Address"
write the same address configured as IP in the OCENAV gateway, by
default: 45.0.20.1.
The input data port will be where Ocpn receives all the information
sent by the ATM105A, coming from the NMEA0183, Seatalk and
NMEA2000 instruments. For security, we can filter RMB, APB and
XTE sentences so that Ocpn ignores them.

In the case of USB GPS sentences, OPENCPN will act as a repeater:
RMC, GGA, GLL, ZDA, VTG, and the essentials are RMC and GGA. Do
not put them on if you do not use this type of GPS.
Note: Vendor ID can remain as EC (Electronic Chart), or can be changed to
GP (GPS).

Thus, the set of sentences that OPENCPN will send to ATM105A will
look like this:

We check the communication speed of the GPS through the serial
channel, we see that it is 9600 baud:
3 – SERIAL INPUT CONNECTION, USB GPS with serial interface:
It is necessary to follow the GPS manufacturer's instructions and
install the drivers that come with the device.
Proceed in the same way as in section 1: Add connection, this time
"Serial", verifying if the system locates the port where the GPS is
mapped. If in doubt, you can go to the control panel (If we operate
on Windows) -> Hardware and Sound -> Device Manager:

Therefore, the speed in OPENCPN must be the same:

4 - OpenCPN DASHBOARD CONFIGURATION:

It is not necessary to establish input filters, since the data that a
simple GPS will send is known: Coordinates, day and time, true
heading (COG), speed (SOG), probably declination, and data on the
constellation of GPS satellites.

Now we can see a summary of the OpenCPN communications
configuration, and the activated channels:

If an AIS is connected to the gateway, either by NMEA0183 or 2000,
OpenCPN will also draw the triangles of the AIS targets and present
the details of those ships on the map image.
It only remains to show the OpenCPN instruments. To do this, we
must activate the Dashboard. Thus, we will see the instruments
(wind, depth, rudder angle and many more things that the ship's
electronics send us through OCENAV) superimposed on the screen:

We activate "Dashboard 1.2" or later.
We can add rows or columns of instruments, and place them on the
screen that is convenient. In the following case, two instrument
blocks have been configured and look like this: (next page, back)

It is always possible to modify the selection, over time we will
outline the most interesting options.

